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The Challenge and Promise of Complexity
Theory for Teacher Education Research
by Marilyn Cochran-Smith, Fiona Ell, Larry Ludlow, LexieGrudnoff & Graeme Aitken — 2014
Background/Context: In many countries, there are multiplestudies intended to improve initial teacher education. Thesehave generally focused on pieces of teacher education ratherthan wholes, and have used an underlying linear logic. It maybe, however, that what is needed are new research questionsand theoretical frameworks that account for wholes, not justparts, and take complex, rather than reductionistperspectives.
Purpose: This article examines the challenges and thepromises of complexity theory as a framework for teachereducation research. One purpose is to elaborate the basictenets of complexity theory, summarize its previous uses, andidentify key challenges. A second purpose is to propose a newresearch platform that combines complexity theory withcritical realism (CT-CR) and prompts a new set of empiricalquestions and research methods.
Research Design: Drawing on scholarship from sociology andeducation, the underlying design—or logic—of this analyticessay is this: explanation of the basic tenets of complexitytheory applied to teacher education, assessment of previousresearch informed by complexity theory, response to the majorepistemological and methodological challenges involved inusing complexity theory as a research framework, and proposalof a new set of questions and methods.
Findings/Results: Complexity theory is appealing to teachereducation researchers who want to avoid simplistic andreductionist perspectives. However, most previous complexityresearch has not addressed the critiques: the proclivity ofcomplexity theory for retrospective description; the assertionthat, given its rejection of linear causality, complexity theorycannot provide causal explanations with implications forpractice; and the charge that complexity-informed researchcannot deal with the values and power inequalities inherent in
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the normative enterprise of education. Integrating complexitytheory with critical realism provides a way to address thesefundamental challenges. Building on this new platform, theessay proposes a new set of empirical questions about initialteacher education along with several innovative researchmethods to address those questions.
Conclusions/Recommendations: This essay concludes that thecombination of complexity theory and critical realism offers aunique platform for teacher education research, which hastheoretical consistency, methodological integrity, and practicalsignificance. The essay recommends that its proposed newempirical questions and methods may have the capacity toshow us where to look and what processes to trace as teachercandidates learn to enact practice that enhances the learningof all students, including those not well-served by the currentsystem.

In many countries around the world, there are efforts to reforminitial teacher education (Furlong, Cochran-Smith, & Brennan,2009). The overall logic of many of these reforms is this: (a)teacher quality is the most powerful influence on studentachievement (Hattie, 2008; Sanders & Horn, 1998) and is thelinchpin of education reform generally (Darling-Hammond,2010; McKinsey, 2007, 2010); (b) initial teacher educationpolicies, programs, and pathways produce teachers and arethus responsible for teacher quality (McKinsey, 2007; WorldBank, 2010); (c) however, current levels of teacher quality areinadequate to the challenges of the 21st century (OECD, 2005;U.S. Department of Education, 2002); (d) therefore, initialteacher education needs to be reformed in order to leveragegreater teacher quality (Duncan, 2009; OECD, 2005). This kindof linear thinking sits behind many research and reforminitiatives related to teacher preparation.
In multiple efforts to identify leverage points for improvement,research has yielded important information about many of theparts of initial teacher education, such as policies regardingentry pathways and licensure, teachers’ knowledge and beliefs,courses and program structures, school–university relationships,and practice-based learning opportunities, but it has beendifficult to put these pieces together and see the wholepicture. Unfortunately, our growing knowledge of the piecesand parts of teacher education has not provided powerfulenough explanations about how teacher education functions asa whole or why disappointing outcomes continue to occur, suchas beginning teachers’ seeming inability to enact thetransformative practices aligned with the goals of theirpreparation programs (Kennedy, 1999; Korthagen, 2010) or thepersistence of disparities in the learning opportunities and
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provision in their first six months in school.Professional Development in Education, 38(3),471–-485;, and Ell, F., & Hill, M., & Grudnoff, L.(2012). “Finding out more about teachercandidates’ prior knowledge: Implications forteacher educators,” Asia-Pacific Journal ofTeacher Education, 40(1), 55–-65.Graeme AitkenUniversity of AucklandE-mail AuthorGRAEME AITKEN is the dean of education at TheUniversity of Auckland. His research is focused onteaching effectiveness and curriculumdevelopment and design. He aims through hisresearch to offer insights into practice that helpdecision making by policymakers, schools, andteachers in the best interests of learners andlearning. Recent publications include Sinnema, C.,& Aitken, G. (2012). Effective pedagogy in socialsciences (Educational Practices Series – 23)Geneva: International Bureau of Education; andSinnema, C., & Aitken, G. (2013). Commonalitiesin national curricula. In M. Priestley & G. J. J.Biesta (Eds.), Reinventing the curriculum: Newtrends in curriculum policy and practice. London,UK: Bloomsbury.

outcomes of particular groups of students based onrace/ethnicity, language background, and/or socioeconomicstatus (Alton-Lee, 2003; Villegas & Lucas; 2001). If teachereducation research has not yielded such explanations, perhapsit is because of the linear logic underlying much of thisresearch and its tendency to break teacher education into partsfor study. This has led to the investigation of certain types ofquestions while others have been given little or no attention.To develop more powerful explanations about teachereducation, we may need new and more powerful researchquestions and theoretical frameworks.
In this article, we consider both the challenges and thepromises of complexity theory as a theoretical framework thatopens up new questions, gives us new places to look forexplanations, and offers new ways of understanding teachereducation processes and outcomes. In the first section of thearticle, we provide background for this discussion byelaborating the basic tenets of complexity theory, summarizingits previous uses in teacher education research, andconsidering the contributions this research has made. Next, thearticle identifies three challenges involved in contemporaryattempts to use complexity theory as a framework for researchon teacher education, challenges that must be adequatelyaddressed in order for this new line of research to develop withtheoretical consistency, methodological integrity, and practicalsignificance. Along these lines, we suggest that integratingcomplexity theory with the critical realist program of scientificunderstanding and inquiry provides a way to address thesefundamental challenges. Finally, informed by the uniqueperspective we outline in the second section of the article, inthe third and final section, we turn to methodological issues.Here, building on the platform provided by complexity theoryintegrated with critical realism, we pose a new set of empiricalquestions about initial teacher education and propose severalinnovative research methods that may help to address thosequestions, drawing on approaches used in other social sciences.We conclude by considering the implications for policy,research, and practice.
This article is a product of Project RITE (Rethinking InitialTeacher Education), an ambitious new program of research andpractice in teacher education led by researchers at theUniversity of Auckland in New Zealand and Boston College inthe United States. The major purpose of Project RITE is toconduct and disseminate research, informed by complexitytheory, on the relationships between initial teacher educationpolicies and practices and school students’ learning. Thisarticle presents the first phase of Project RITE. It elaboratesthe key epistemological, ontological, and methodological issuesinvolved in integrating complexity theory with critical realism
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as a platform for research on initial teacher education aimed atunderstanding the initial conditions, system interactions, andunderlying causal structures that facilitate the emergence ofdesired outcomes in initial teacher education. The RITE team’scurrent empirical work based on this platform is mentionedlater in the article.
RETHINKING TEACHER EDUCATION RESEARCH THROUGH THEPRISM OF COMPLEXITY THEORY

As we suggested at the beginning of this article, research oninitial teacher education has generally focused on selectedpieces and parts of teacher preparation. This approach assumes(either implicitly or explicitly) that initial teacher education isa complicated phenomenon made up of many discrete policies,programs, entry pathways, processes, and people who functionin various roles; it is further assumed that these pieces can beidentified, studied, and improved apart from the whole. Thisapproach has generally not yielded deep enough understandingof the phenomenon of teacher education nor generatedpowerful enough knowledge to solve the seemingly intractableproblems of initial teacher education and teacher quality.Below, we identify several key tenets of complexity theory,based on the work of multiple contemporary scholars who workfrom differing perspectives on complexity and whose ideashave been widely disseminated in discussions that linkcomplexity with social science and/or education research.
COMPLEXITY THEORY
Davis, Phelps, and Wells (2004) rightly emphasized that there isno single definition of complexity or complexity research. Thelack of a single definition is not surprising, given that what hasvariously been referred to as “complexity theory,” “complexityresearch,” “complexity science,” and “complexity thinking”now draws from several generations of development, beginningin the 1950s and 1960s, in evolutionary biology, chaos theory,information and communications theory, quantum physics,chemistry, cybernetics, systems theory, mathematics, artificialintelligence, nonlinear dynamics, economics, and managementsciences. More recent lines of application and developmenthave emerged in anthropology, family research, health,psychology, business, politics, sociology, organizational theory,leadership, and education (Alhadeff-Jones, 2008; Davis &Sumara, 2006; Mason, 2008; Wheatley, 2006).
In this article, we concentrate on complexity theory as it hasbeen applied to research in the social sciences and education.In the social sciences, complexity theory has evolved intosubstantially different, and not necessarily compatible,branches of study. For example, philosopher, Paul Cilliers
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(1998) integrated complexity theory with postmodernism, whilesociologists David Byrne (1998), Michael Reed and David Harvey(1992), and Sylvia Walby (2007) connected complexity theory tocritical realism. Our approach here is consistent with the latter,a point we take up in some detail in a later section of thisarticle on challenges to research on teacher education from theperspective of complexity. Despite the considerable divergenceamong applications of complexity theory to the social sciences,in the section that follows, we focus on what most of thesehave in common in order to remind readers about, or introducethem to, the key tenets of complexity theory.
Complexity theory is a loose collection of scholarly work thattakes up important questions about systems and how systemschange, develop, learn, and evolve (Mason, 2008; Morrison,2008; Walby, 2007; Wheatley, 2006). Rather than parts,complexity theory emphasizes wholes, relationships, opensystems, and environments (Byrne, 1998; Davis & Sumara,2006). From the perspective of complexity, multidimensionalrelationships and dynamic interactions among agents andelements, rather than predictable linear effects, areresponsible for patterns and phenomena (Byrne, 1998; Cilliers,1998; Haggis, 2008). Here, disequilibrium is regarded as aninherent part of complex systems, not an undesirable state(Byrne, 1998; Cilliers, 1998; Morrison, 2008), and the notions ofself-organization, emergence, and bottom-up change processesare critical (Cilliers, 1998; Davis & Sumara, 2006; Mason, 2008;Morrison, 2008). In addition to these overarching constructsrelated to continuity and change in systems, most applicationsof complexity theory to the social sciences also have incommon the major ideas and perspectives they reject. Theseinclude the assumption that how the world works can beexplained using 17th century Newtonian machine imagery(Davis, Phelps, & Wells, 2004; Richardson & Cilliers, 2001;Wheatley, 2006), the idea that a completely objective andaccessible reality exists “out there” waiting to be discovered(Byrne, 1998; Wheatley, 2006), linear models of cause andeffect (Horn, 2008; Mason, 2008; Morrison, 2008; Radford,2006), analytic/reductionist views of phenomena (Horn, 2008;Radford, 2006; Richardson & Cilliers, 2001), and positivistresearch methods that aim to reduce complex phenomena tothe key factors that determine outcomes (Byrne, 1998;Morrison, 2008; Walby, 2007).
Central to complexity theory is the idea that complex systemsare fundamentally different from complicated systems (Bryne,1998; Cilliers, 1998). Both complicated and complex systemshave multiple parts and interactions, and they are difficult tounderstand at first glance. In the case of complicated systems,however, wholes are equal to the sums of their parts, and theirfunction and its outcomes can be fully understood by
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considering separately the parts and processes of the system.This means that if complicated systems are taken apart and thepieces examined closely, then the nature of the system’sfunction is revealed. One complexity scholar included jumbojets and CD players among his examples of complicated systems(Cilliers, 1998). In contrast, with complex systems, complexityis manifested at the level of the system itself; it results fromthe interactions and nonlinear relationships of component partsand from intricate feedback loops in the system (Cilliers,1998). With complex systems, wholes are much more than thesums of their parts (Byrne, 1998; Cilliers, 1998). Takingcomplex systems apart results in losing key aspects of how theywork and what makes them work in the first place sinceunexpected consequences can arise as the result of theinteractions of parts. This means that outcomes are emergentand unpredictable, although not random and not inexplicable.Cilliers offered bacteria, the brain, and social systems asexamples of complex systems. In discussions of complexitytheory and education, individuals (e.g., teachers, students, andprincipals), classrooms, schools, school districts, teachereducation programs and courses, professional learningcontexts, school–university collaborations, student teachingsupervision, and mentoring relationships have all beenregarded as complex systems (e.g., Clarke & Erickson, 2009;Davis, Sumara, & D’Amour, 2012; Nielson, Triggs, Clarke, &Collins, 2010; Opfer & Pedder, 2011; Radford, 2006; Schneider& Somers, 2006; Waks, 2011).
INITIAL TEACHER EDUCATION AND COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Beyond appearing to be more than the sum of their parts, thereare five key aspects of complex systems, which are generallyidentified across the complexity literature. Complex systemshave a form that is determined by initial conditions and controlparameters resulting in open but boundaried systems that arenested in and intersect with other systems (Byrne, 1998;Houchin & MacLean, 2005; Mason, 2008; Waks, 2011). They arecharacterised by multiple interactions that are nonlinear, shortrange, redundant, and diverse (Byrne, 1998; Cilliers, 1998;Haggis, 2008; Mason, 2008; Morrison, 2008; Waks, 2011 ). Theyare dynamic and far from equlibrium (Byrne, 1998; Cilliers,1998; Davis & Sumara, 2006; Houchin & MacLean, 2005;Morrison, 2008; Wheatley, 2006). They change, grow, and learnthrough feedback loops, where small changes can make a bigdifference, and, thus, they have an important history (Byrne,1998; Davis & Sumara, 2006; Mason, 2008; Morrison, 2008;Richardson & Cilliers, 2001; Wheatley, 2006). Finally, complexsystems are self-producing, self-reproducing, and, thus, in astate of emergence (Byrne, 1998; Cilliers, 1998; Davis &Sumara, 2006; Haggis, 2008; Morrison, 2008).
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Below, we consider these five aspects of complex systems interms of the context of initial teacher education. We providebrief examples of how the characteristics of complex systemsare evident in teacher education in order to clarify what thesecharacteristics mean and to illustrate their applicability toteacher education.
Teacher education's form is determined by societal andstatutory parameters, and its form shifts over time. Aparticular instance of teacher education, for example anundergraduate teacher preparation program at a university, hasboundaries defined by its institutional position and thestructure of the qualification, but it is also nested withinteacher education more broadly and within the educationsystem generally. Teacher education programs intersect withindividuals, school systems, and family systems, as well aslegislative processes and regulatory bodies. The relationshipsbetween teacher education and the systems in which it isembedded or involved affect how teacher preparation isprovided and how it functions. In addition, teacher educationmay be regarded as a complex system at multiple levels. Theseinclude teacher education’s individual participants (e.g.,teacher candidates, school-based cooperating teachers, andcourse instructors), who are themselves complex systems,particularly university-based or alternate-route teachereducation programs and pathways as systems; state or nationalteacher preparation, accreditation, and certification systems;national and international networks of actors and agenciesengaged in the professional preparation of teachers and/or inresearch about teacher preparation; and the overall globalenterprise of recruiting, selecting, preparing, supporting, andevaluating teachers in order to achieve economic,enculturation, and social goals. These interdependent andcomplex teacher education systems shift and change over time.In addition, cutting across all these levels are wider social andsocietal systems. This means that teacher education is shapedby the same multiple intersecting social inequalities (Walby,2007) that characterize larger social systems.
Understood as a complex system, teacher education at all ofthese levels is replete with high-frequency, short-range, localinteractions, the influence of which is enhanced, diminished,or changed along the way. For example, in a university-basedteacher education program with large lecture classes,instructors make (and directly explain) assignments to theirteacher candidate students. However, these assignments maybe further explained (interpreted, modified, or augmented) bythe leaders of smaller discussion or tutorial groups. In turn,these may be still further reinterpreted when teachercandidates interact with one another about the assignmentthrough social media channels, to which instructors are not
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privy. Along the way, multiple interpretations of a particularassignment’s purpose and requirements may emerge, none ofwhich match the instructor’s original intention. Further,teacher candidates as individuals interact with the task as theycomplete it, affecting the way the assignment is viewed.Larger patterns emerge from the structure of local, short-rangeinteractions between and among agents and elements.
With its myriad elements constantly interacting in dynamicways, teacher education is never standing still, although it maybe growing or shrinking in actual size, influence, or popularity.This means it is operating in disequilibrium. The constant flowof interactions and information creates energy that keeps thesystem operating in a complex manner. Disequilibrium isnecessary for a system to be considered complex, and the flowof information through a system maintains disequilibrium bystimulating the structures and processes of the system. Forexample, school-based leaders and associate teachers at agiven school or schools might express dissatisfaction with theirperceived lack of information about the expectations of theteacher education program that sends them teachercandidates, which increases the information flow and, thus,the degree of disequilibrium of a system. This negativeperception might result in a principal’s decision to no longeraccept candidates from the program, but it might also lead to anew school–university partnership, which could promptinnovative ways to organize and evaluate teacher candidates’experiences at the school.
Disequilibrium powers a complex system's learning and change.This develops into a history that critically influences whatoccurs in the present. The different forms of initial teachereducation in different countries, for example, reflect theirsystems' histories, which provide a crucial background tounderstanding their current function. Feedback loops withinthe system amplify or regulate the effects of perturbations onthe system. Small events can have large effects. For example,a single teacher candidate might witness a desirable schoolevent (e.g., a child learning a concept after several teachingsessions) and then talk about this event to multiple teachercandidates who also talk to other peers. With time, the schoolinvolved may be deemed a “great school” on the teachercandidate grapevine, resulting eventually in the desire ofanother teacher candidate, who has no firsthand experiencewith the school, to be placed at that school. Here, the effectof a relatively small event is amplified as a result of multiple,nonlinear interactions.
Finally, teacher education understood as a complex system isemergent. It produces and reproduces itself throughinteractions at multiple levels, defined by control parameters
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and affected by the other systems around and within it.Influenced by both the history of the system and the externalenvironment, the process of self-organization changes therelationships among the elements of the system as newrelationships emerge. For example, in initial teacher educationin some countries, the political and policy climate has changeddramatically over the last 30 years, including shifting notions ofaccountability and increasing emphasis on market-basedreforms. To cope with these changing demands, new kinds ofprogram structures and pathways into teaching have emerged,for better or for worse, and teacher education systems (e.g.,individual teacher educators and leaders, particular teachereducation programs, research projects, and policymakers) have“learned” to focus more on performance assessment and ondemonstrating that they add value to beginning teachers’effectiveness.
COMPLEXITY STUDIES OF TEACHER EDUCATION
Building on the above general description of complexity theoryand its application to teacher education, we now brieflyconsider previous scholarship in teacher education that isguided by the lens of complexity. It should be noted that ourdiscussion is not intended as a detailed or thorough review ofthe research methods or findings of previous research. Ratherour discussion provides a brief overview of this body ofscholarship, focusing on how complexity theory has been usedin both conceptual and empirical research related to teachereducation. Our point is to highlight different uses of complexitytheory and the contributions previous research has made as aprelude to our main discussion in this article about the promiseof a new platform for research on teacher education.
In previous research that links complexity theory with teachereducation, we identified three ways that researchers haveutilized complexity theory or complexity thinking to shapetheir inquiries. Based on these, we considered the previousresearch in terms of three general groupings, the firstconceptual and the other two empirical: (a) conceptualresearch that uses key theoretical constructs and ideas fromcomplexity theory to challenge the conceptual ormethodological assumptions commonly underlying research andpractice related to teacher education and to suggest howcomplexity theory can reconceptualize the field; (b) empiricalresearch that uses concepts and frameworks derived fromcomplexity theory to describe and interpret in new waysparticular cases or aspects of teacher education practice; and(c) empirical research that uses complexity theory both as ananimating framework for the transformation of key aspects ofteacher education programs and practices and as a frameworkfor documenting and understanding initiatives aimed at
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transformation. We highlight the contributions of this researchby describing each of the uses of complexity theory in teachereducation with selected examples.
Reconceptualizing Teacher Education and Learning to Teach
There is an emerging body of conceptual scholarship thatexplicates concepts and constructs from complexity theory anddemonstrates their potential to reconceptualize and retheorizeresearch and/or practice and policy in teacher education andteacher learning. Brent Davis and Dennis Sumara, who havewritten extensively about complexity and education/teachereducation for more than a decade, are the most prolific andseminal scholars in this category (e.g., Davis, Phelps, & Wells,2004; Davis & Simmt, 2003; Davis & Sumara, 2006, 2007, 2008,2010; Sumara & Davis, 1997).
Three of Davis and Sumara’s concepts illustrate how complexitytheory can be used to reconceptualize research and practice inteacher education. Their concept of “enactivism” (Davis &Sumara, 1997) rejected both prevailing “representational”notions of cognition and dominant views of knowledge asobject in favor of organic notions of cognition as existing in the“interstices of a complex ecology of organismic relationality”(p. 110). This means that teaching and learning cannot beunderstood in terms of direct, causal, linear, and manipulablerelationships among various components, but in terms of thedynamic and changing relationships between individuals andthe collective. Secondly, Davis and Sumara (1997) applied toteacher education the distinction between complicatedsystems, which, as we noted above, can be described withmechanical metaphors and understood by decomposing andanalyzing how component parts are assembled, and complexsystems, which are dynamic and adaptive with organisms andenvironments engaging dialectically. As Davis and Sumara(1997) rightly argued, teaching and learning have for too longbeen regarded as complicated “exclusive concern with thecomponents of teaching . . . has always been and continues tobe inadequate for preparing teachers for the complexsituations within which they will be working” (p. 121). Thirdly,Davis and Sumara (2006) suggested that, over time, thetransdisciplinary umbrella of complexity thinking has evolvedinto a “pragmatics of transformation” (p. 130), or a frameworkthat “offers explicit advice on how to work with, occasion, andaffect complexity unities” (p. 130) in group and collaborativesettings in order to construct the conditions necessary for thecomplex “emergence of the as-yet unimagined” (p. 135). Thisidea is directly related to the issue of agency in teachereducation and suggests changes in the ways we think about therole of teacher educators in creating the social, organizational,and intellectual structures of teacher education programs and
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pathways.
Although Davis and Sumara (2006) pointed out that “complexitythinking is not a ready-made discourse that can be importedinto and imposed onto education research and practice” (p. 8),they suggested that “a great many phenomena that arecurrently of interest to educational research might beconsidered in terms of complex dynamics” (p. 6). Davis andSumara’s use of complexity thinking to reconceptualizelearning to teach as complex and dynamic calls for newquestions, new forms of inquiry, and new interpretiveframeworks in teacher education research, while it alsosuggests approaches to reinventing and transforming theconditions and contexts of learning to teach.
Along different lines, Opfer and Pedder (2011) drew on keyideas from complexity theory to suggest new ways tounderstand and investigate research on teachers’ professionallearning. In a literature review on this topic, they argued thatmuch of professional development for teachers is ineffectivebecause it concentrates on specific processes or programs inisolation and because it is driven by an underlying process–product logic that fails to account for the fact that teachers’learning is deeply embedded in their professional lives and inthe working conditions of their schools. They suggested that inthe act of simplification, we lose the vital elements that couldyield more useful explanations. Instead of simplifying, theysuggested that researchers should conceptualize teacherprofessional learning as three overlapping and recursivecomplex systems—the system of the individual teacher, thesystem of the school, and the system of professional learningactivity. From this perspective, Opfer and Pedder suggestedthat the goal of research on professional learning is theidentification of “emergent patterns of interaction within andbetween levels of activity that would constitute an explanatorytheory of teacher learning as a complex system” (p. 379).
Other scholars have also argued in favor of complexity theoryas a framework for reconceptualizing teacher educationpractice by demonstrating its capacity to re-theorize keyaspects and strategies of teaching and teacher education. Forexample, Phelps (2005) showed that complexity theory’sconcepts of instability and disequilibrium can be utilized toexplain how teacher candidates engage in reflective journalwriting to learn to use technology. Clarke and Collins (2006)used generative ideas from complexity theory, such asnetworked structures, to analyze changes in the studentteaching practicum and other widely used coursework andfieldwork strategies in teacher education, including howuncertainty and improvisation are regarded. Fels (2004) usedcomplexity’s notions of emergence and order to reconsider how
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teacher candidates come to understand that pedagogy andlearning are unpredictable, uncontrollable, and co-evolvingexperiences. Finally, a number of other scholars have argued ingeneral that aspects of teacher preparation can and should bereconceptualized as complex systems (e.g., Bloom, 2011;Reynolds, 2011; Smitherman Pratt, 2011; Waks, 2011).
With this first category of conceptual research, the majorcontribution is retheorizing and reconsidering aspects ofteacher education/teacher learning research and practice fromcomplexity lenses. To do this, the scholarship in this categoryintroduces or elaborates key generative ideas from complexitytheory and, at the same time, critiques or rejects many of theprevalent assumptions in teacher education research andpractice, such as transmission-oriented approaches to teachertraining, linear views of teaching and learning, and thetraditional knowledge hierarchies that serve to separate theoryand practice in teacher education. Instead of these traditionalperspectives, the generative work in this category suggests newways to conceptualize and study some of the major questionsrelated to teacher education and calls for new programs ofresearch and new approaches to practice.
Case Studies and/or Descriptive Analyses of Practice
The studies in our second category are related to, but alsodifferent from, those in the first. With the analytic essays inthe first category, the focus is on the development andapplication to teacher education of concepts derived fromcomplexity theory. In contrast, the studies in the secondcategory are empirical. They use ideas from complexity theoryas a theoretical lens to guide the analysis of empirical datathat represent particular aspects of teacher education orparticular sites of practice. These analyses are often presentedin the form of case studies or rich descriptions of practice.Much of the research in this category uses complexity theoryretrospectively in the sense that it generates interpretationsand analyses of “what happened” with a particular teachereducation/professional learning project, program, course,event, situation, clinical setting, or context that has alreadyoccurred (and, in some cases, has already been studied fromanother theoretical perspective).
For example, Clarke, Erickson, Collins, and Phelan (2005) usedthe notion of learning systems along with a self-study researchdesign to investigate the longevity, quality, and workings of analternative cohort and inquiry-based teacher educationprogram. Kiefer (2006), a professor of English, used the ideasof nonlinearity and emergent self-organizations to describe andunpack the dynamics of physical and virtual writing classes,prompted by her troubling experiences as the teacher of two
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“dysfunctional” classes. Cvetek (2008), a language teachereducator, drew on ideas from complexity theory to analyze thedifficulties student teachers described in planning and carryingout lessons in language classrooms; he recommended thatstudent teachers be taught to be “agents of chaos” (p. 253).Along different lines, Kalin, Barney, and Irwin (2009) called fora conceptual shift from technical mentoring to “complexitythinking mentorship” (p. 354), based on their analyses ofdissertation mentoring in arts-based education research.Finally, in a study designed to test the capacity of complexitytheory to provide insights about the learning of schoolmathematics departments, Beswick, Watson, and Geest (2010)used interviews and observations of department meetings tostudy shifts in individuals’ thinking, conceptualized asemergent phenomena.
Most of the studies in this second category share a number ofcharacteristics. Their purpose is to provide deeper and morecomplex descriptions, analyses, and interpretations of currentor past events, initiatives, or contexts that are common toteacher education. They use fairly standard forms ofqualitative data collection and analysis, including interviews,observations, transcriptions of conversations, and otherdocumentations of practice as well as constant comparativeanalyses of data and/or analytic induction. Often, these studiesuse some version of a practitioner research design wherein thepractitioner is also the researcher, and the site of practice isalso the research site (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 2009).
In terms of data collection and analysis, then, many of thestudies in this second group resemble other qualitative studiesof teacher education. The difference is the theoreticalframe—that is, the complexity concepts, constructs, and lensesthat guide the studies generate differently focused questionsand different interpretations. As our examples illustrate, withthe studies in the second category, researchers engage in“complexity thinking,” which Davis & Sumara (2006) describedas a “research attitude,” to unpack recurring dilemmas ofpractice or to analyze from new perspectives commonstrategies and approaches in teacher education. Theconclusions reached by many of these researchers aboutcomplexity theory as a tool for research on teacher educationare similar to McQuillan’s (2008) conclusion regarding hiscomplexity-informed retrospective account of the dynamics ofsmall school reform: “Complexity theory: it’s good to thinkwith” (p. 1772). We use this quote here to emphasize that theprimary aim of most of the studies in this second category is todescribe and interpret what is happening (or has happened)rather than to change it directly. Although the studies in thissecond category have important implications for improvingpractice or policy in teacher education, they are different from
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the studies in our third category, below, in that the studies inthe second category do not directly initiate and study change.
Transforming Teacher Education/Professional Learning
The studies in the third category are also empirical, and theyare broadly similar to those in the second category in severalways, including data collection and analysis procedures, therole of practitioner researchers, and a focus on key recurringaspects or dilemmas of teacher education. However, thestudies in this third category differ importantly in purpose. Incontrast to the studies in the second category, which often usecomplexity theory retrospectively to describe what hashappened, the studies in this third category use complexitytheory prospectively as a framework for both guiding thetransformation of key aspects of teacher education andstudying that transformation.
There are very few studies in this category. Zellermayer andMargolin (2005), for example, were guided by the notion ofcomplex, adaptive systems and the notion of transformation assomething that occurs from the bottom up in their structuringof professional learning groups of student teaching supervisorsand teacher educators and in their study of what happenedwith those groups during a period of dramatic curriculartransition. Drawing on qualitative data collection methods,including transcripts of audiotaped group discussions andinterviews over two years, they identified a series of criticalevents, which allowed contradictory outcomes and involvedconflicts and dissonance “at the edge of chaos” (p. 1279). Theyshowed that these events were pivotal to the group’s learningand led to the group’s self-organization. In a different, butsomewhat consistent effort to challenge and transformtraditional notions of professional learning, Nielsen et al.(2010) developed and studied a bi-monthly conversationalcommunity of cooperating teachers and teacher educators whomet over two years. The authors conceptualized the collectiveas an “open-ended, diverse, and emergent phenomenon,attentive to a variety of futures through self-examination andreflection on current practices” (p. 839). They reported thattheir sensitivity to complexity science prompted them to payattention throughout the life of the group to local actioninitiation and direction, feedback loops, disequilibrium aspotentially generative, and nested layers of systems. As theauthors noted, earlier work they did using complexity theory todescribe teacher education practice (Clarke et al., 2005)prompted them to “invite chaos and trust complexity” (p. 845)as part of the applied research process.
The defining feature of the studies in this third category—andtheir major contribution—is that they do not use complexity
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theory only to produce deeper and richer descriptions ofpractice in teacher education. Rather, drawing on salientconcepts from complexity theory, they actually transformparticular aspects of teacher education, and they also describeand analyze those transformations. In this sense, they reflectDavis and Sumara’s (2006) assertion that complexity thinkinghas evolved into a pragmatics of transformation based on theconviction that “transformations of learning systems cannot beunderstood in linear or mechanical terms” (p. 130). Rather, asDavis and Sumara argued, complexity thinking that focuses onsimultaneities rather than discontinuities has the capacity toguide “observational-descriptive work and to inform pragmaticconcerns” (p. 154). This, they suggested, distinguishescomplexity from most of the discourses borrowed from otherdomains and applied to education.
The studies we have sorted into the three categories aboveshow that ideas and concepts from complexity theory can bevery useful for understanding teacher education from theperspective of complex and self-organizing, multilevel systems.From this perspective, teachers’ learning and their practice(not to mention the learning of their eventual students) areinfluenced by multiple forces, which cannot be neatlypredicted nor assumed to occur in a single way. As we havealluded in the above discussion, however, deeper and richerdescriptions of practice are not enough. Rather, we need moreempirical research on teacher education, informed bycomplexity theory, that gets at the persistent issues andproblems that trouble teacher education with the aim ofdeveloping a complex explanatory theory of initial teachereducation. As we point out in the section that follows, thereare significant epistemological, ontological, andmethodological challenges that must be overcome if thepromise of complexity theory for teacher education research isto be realized. We take these up below.

THE CHALLENGES OF RESEARCH ON TEACHER EDUCATIONGUIDED BY COMPLEXITY THEORY
Although many scholars in education and the social scienceshave found complexity theory promising on a conceptual anddescriptive level, there are multiple challenges involved inusing it to guide the development and conduct of empiricalstudies that go beyond retrospective description (e.g., Horn,2008; Morrison, 2008; Radford, 2006). This may explain why wehave few such studies in teacher education and few explicitmethodological discussions about complexity theory andresearch on teacher education. In this section of this article,we propose that complexity theory integrated with criticalrealism, which we introduce below, offers a theoretical framefor teacher education research that is sufficiently robust to
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take up the most important challenges.
To begin to address the many theoretical challenges involved inusing complexity theory as a framework for research onteacher education, we have integrated key ideas fromcomplexity theory with critical realism, a philosophy thatconnects aspects of the natural and social worlds at the levelof deep causal mechanisms (Bhaskar, 1987; Sayer, 1992). Amajor tenet of critical realism is that, although reality is notfixed nor immediately accessible, there are some aspects ofreality that exist beyond our knowledge and conceptions ofthem; one key aspect of reality is the causal mechanisms thatproduce empirically observable events (Danermark, Ekstrom,Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 1997).
To integrate complexity theory and critical realism, we havedrawn on the work of several scholars who have taken up thistask in sociology (Byrne, 1998, 2001; Reed & Harvey, 1992;Walby, 2007). In line with them, we reject both reductionistand postmodernist versions of complexity, instead identifyingcritical realism as the ontological underpinning of complexitymost consistent with the important questions posed by teachereducation research. Byrne (2001) described this approach asthe “synthesis of critical realism as a philosophical ontologyand complexity theory as a scientific ontology proposed byReed and Harvey (1992)” (p. 62). In Byrne’s chapter titled “TheReality of the Complex, the Complexity of the Real” (p. 35), heclarified the realist position by asserting, “The essentialelements in realism are the assertions that that which weobserve in the world is real and that it is the product ofcomplex and contingent causal mechanisms which may not bedirectly accessible to us” (pp. 37-38). Byrne suggested that theappeal of this perspective on complexity is that it allows us todeal with two critical problems of sociological theory—a way torelate macro and micro issues without being aggregative orreductionist and a way to describe the agency–structurerelationship that accounts for human agency by acknowledgingthat human beings sometimes have the capacity to initiatecertain causal sequences.
In Project RITE, we have applied and developed for teachereducation the integration of complexity theory with criticalrealism as an animating research perspective. In the remainderof this article, for the sake of brevity, we use the abbreviation,CT-CR to refer to the application, development, andimplications of complexity theory integrated with criticalrealism as a platform for teacher education research thatoffers a way to address many of the central challenges involvedin using complexity theory as a framework for empiricalresearch in education. We see CT-CR as a research perspective,not a specific research tool or method or a full-blown research
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agenda with a prescribed set of questions and approaches.Rather than restricting research in teacher education, we seeCT-CR as an opening and broadening perspective that invitesnew questions, methods, and combinations of research tools.We explore the meaning and potential contribution of CT-CR inthe discussion below.
A number of scholars have questioned the usefulness ofcomplexity theory in guiding education research. In thediscussion that follows, we draw on Morrison’s (2008)philosophical analysis of key challenges, focusing on three thatare especially relevant to research on teacher education: (a)the criticism that complexity theory yields primarily post hocdescriptions with limited potential for prospective studies thatinform teacher education practice or policy; (b) the assertionthat, given its rejection of linear notions of cause and effect,complexity theory cannot provide causal explanations aboutteacher education and, thus, cannot drive the improvement ofpractice and policy in teacher education; and, (c) the chargethat complexity theory is amoral and value-free, not attendingto power inequalities and, thus, inconsistent with education asa normative enterprise. In order for research from a complexityperspective to be generative and salient to the currentchallenges of teacher education, these three issues must betaken up.
GETTING BEYOND POST HOC DESCRIPTIONS
As our brief overview in the previous section has shown, muchof the existing empirical research on teacher education thatworks from a complexity lens can be characterized as post hocdescription. Morrison (2008) was explicit that this is a deficit ofcomplexity theory as a guiding frame for education research:“One can see the hidden hand of complexity theory—the ghostin the machine—working in the present and past only; thislimits its prospective utility” (p. 26). Morrison also suggestedthat this kind of work tends to leap unjustifiably fromdescription (what is) to prescription (what should be in thefuture). He concluded that, given complexity theory’s premisethat unpredictability is unavoidable, it undermines its ownpower because it cannot offer guarantees regardingprescriptions for future contexts.
There are two challenges to complexity theory as a frameworkfor research on teacher education intertwined in Morrison’scritique, and both of these must be addressed if the promise ofcomplexity theory for teacher education research is to befulfilled. One has to do with the capacity of complexity theoryto inform research prospectively rather than providing a lensthat is only good for descriptions of past events, and the otherhas to do with complexity theory’s capacity to “guarantee . . .
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prescriptions” for the future. The first challenge is not sodifficult to address. In fact, as we noted, a small number ofstudies in teacher education has already used complexitytheory prospectively in that it has informed both thetransformation of processes and structures in teachereducation as well as empirical study of those transformations(e.g., Nielson et al., 2010; Zellermayer & Margolin, 2005). Aswe noted, Davis and Sumara (2006) make this point explicitly,demonstrating with examples that complexity theory can guideboth descriptive work and transformative work through a“pragmatics of transformation” (p. 130).
Morrison’s second concern is that, given complexity theory’sown premises about unpredictability, it cannot guaranteeprescriptions for the future. This challenge is more difficult toaddress. It seems to imply that the goal of education researchshould be producing generalizable information about linearcauses and effects, a supposition that would indeed rendercomplexity theory inadequate as an education theory becauseit cannot offer guarantees about how things will work in thefuture. However, this is only a weakness if, consistent withpositivist premises, one assumes in the first place that thepoint of education scholarship is to “prescribe” specificbehaviors and strategies and to “guarantee” their effect onfuture contexts. We would argue here that the questionsMorrison raises can be addressed by acknowledging the value ofeducation research that concentrates on local contexts. AsByrne (1998) pointed out, because critical realism linked withcomplexity theory assumes that the character of reality isnonlinear, it is “absolutely concerned with the implications oflocal context(s) expressed in terms of time and space” (p. 47).
From this perspective, the contribution of teacher educationresearch informed by CT-CR can be conceptualized in part interms of the theories it generates about how things happen—given particular initial conditions and based on the localparticulars of specific circumstances—rather than theproduction of generalizable correlations between processes andoutcomes. Erickson (1986) made this point in his now-classicdiscussion of qualitative research on teaching:

Each instance of a classroom is seen as its own uniquesystem, which nonetheless displays universalproperties of teaching. These properties aremanifested in the concrete, however, not in theabstract . . . The task of the analyst is to uncover thedifferent layers of universality and particularity thatare confronted in the specific case at hand—what isbroadly universal, what generalizes to other similarsituations, what is unique to the given instance . . .The primary concern of interpretive research is
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particularizability, rather than generalizability. Onediscovers universals as manifested concretely andspecifically. (p. 130)
Some of the goals of teacher education research informed byCT-CR need to be understood in terms that are more like theinterpretive goals described by Erickson 25 years ago than thecurrent dominant goals of generating prescriptions withguaranteed outcomes.
In a review of complexity theory and education research,Radford (2006) made this point quite well, although he wastalking about school research rather than teacher educationresearch. Below, we insert “teacher education programs” and“teacher education” for Radford’s “schools” and “schooling” toapply his point to teacher education research informed byCT-CR:

Educational research, if not identifying “key factors”that contribute to “effective [teacher education]” ingeneral, and thus necessarily containing a prescriptiverole, might have a task that is realist in itsconceptualization. That task is to describe and explainhow individual [teacher education programs] adapt tochanging conditions. Research is interested in how, atthe local and short term level, the complexity offactors and interconnections that constitute [teachereducation programs] come together to functionsuccessfully in a given environment. (p. 185)
Following Radford, we would suggest that part of the task ofresearch informed by CT-CR is describing and explaining howthe complexity of factors, levels, interconnections, andsystems that constitute teacher education function in differentlocal conditions and under differing circumstances tocontribute insights about the particular that are also usefulbeyond the local context and beyond a single moment in time.In the final sections of this article, we propose a new set ofquestions for teacher education research that speak to thesegoals, and we propose some new methods of data collectionand analysis that researchers can use to address thesequestions.
THE PLACE OF EXPLANATION IN COMPLEXITY STUDIES OFTEACHER EDUCATION
A second major theoretical challenge involved in conductingcomplexity research in teacher education has to do withcomplexity’s rejection of positivism and linear causality. Alongthese lines, Morrison (2008) argued, “[Al]though complexitytheory provides a sharp and timely critique of positivism, one
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cannot overlook the contribution that positivism makes to manyimprovements in everyday life . . . Indeed one could ask aboutthe nature of explanation if causal connections are no longeracceptable” (p. 28). What Morrison’s critique points to is whatanyone who has spent any time in schools or in teachereducation contexts already knows: in our day-to-day work aseducators, we crave explanation. In today’s increasinglydiverse global society, with its exceedingly high expectationsfor teachers and students, we want to be able to explainwhether and how teachers learn to teach in ways that enhancethe learning of all students, and we want to know whether andhow certain kinds of social, intellectual, and organizationalcontexts support that learning. What Morrison’s critique doesnot consider is that rejecting the notions of causality that areintegral to positivism is not the same as rejecting the notion of“cause” itself and is not the same as rejecting the possibility ofcausal explanations that are not linear and not reductionist. Inthis section, we take up these questions by considering thenature and place of causal explanation in complexity studies ofteacher education, and particularly in studies animated byCT-CR.
David Byrne (1998) is helpful here because he explicitlyconnected complexity theory in the social sciences (includingeducation) with models of contingent and multiple causation.To explain realism and complex causation, Byrne used a 1930sstudy by F. C. S Bradbury of the cause of tuberculosis (TB) inthe Tyneside region of the United Kingdom. In introducing thestudy, Bradbury pointed out that everyone already knew thatthe TB bacillus caused TB and that virtually everyone inTyneside had been exposed to the bacillus at that time. Thus,instead of asking what caused TB, Bradbury asked why mostpeople at the time did not contract the disease. He eventuallyconcluded that TB was the product of the interaction ofmultiple complex factors: poor housing conditions andovercrowding, which spread the disease; insufficient food(especially milk), which let the disease take hold; and beingIrish, which at that historical moment, meant less previousgenerational exposure to TB (Byrne, 1998, pp. 38–39).
Byrne (1998) suggested that Bradbury’s multiple, contingent,and complex explanation was far superior to the thencommonplace explanation that TB was “caused” by theexposure of a susceptible individual to the TB bacillus. But,Byrne also pointed out that even this explanation is not enoughcurrently (pp. 38–39). To illustrate, he argued that in order toexplain the reoccurrence of TB in New York City in the late20th century, we need a complex contingent explanationrelated to AIDS as a complex social product, poverty,homelessness, and lack of housing, health care, and fireprotection in poor urban areas with large numbers of
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immigrants. Byrne used this example to make an argumentabout realism and complex causality, which involvesinteractions among systems at different levels, and hasimportant implications for how we understand agency.
In our effort to investigate the application of complexity theoryto teacher education research, we use this example from Byrneto emphasize that rejecting linear notions of cause and effectis not the same as rejecting the idea that things have causes orrejecting the search for causal mechanisms as an aim ofresearch. Understanding cause as complex, multiple, andcontingent is quite consistent with focusing on the particularsof local contexts, which we referred to in the previous section.CT-CR seems to us to be a particularly appropriate theoreticalframework for teacher education research because it gives us away to focus on the initial conditions, contexts, andcircumstances within which learning emerges in open systemsand proposes that, under certain circumstances, it may bepossible for agents to initiate certain causal sequences, a pointwe take up below.
In the extant research that connects complexity theory andteacher education, we found virtually nothing aboutexplanation or causality beyond rejection of linear models ofcause and effect. Rather, much of the complexity research inteacher education has more affinity with post-modernistperspectives (e.g., Cilliers, 1998; Davis & Sumara, 2006) thanwith attempts to develop explanatory theories about how thelearning of teacher candidates emerges in certain contexts andunder certain conditions. Here, Opfer and Pedder’s (2011)review of research on teachers’ professional learning, to whichwe referred previously, is an exception. Although they did notconnect complexity theory to critical realism per se, as we do,their perspective is consistent with our approach. They arguedthat the goal of research on professional learning should be thedevelopment of an explanatory theory of teacher learning as acomplex system based on patterns of interaction within andbetween levels of activity. In doing so, they rejected invariantmodels of teacher learning that assume that structures andsystems repeat themselves in the same forms and, instead,adopt a “mechanism” or “process” logic of explanation.
Opfer and Pedder called for research that examines how the“generative mechanisms” (p. 394) of teacher learning occurunder varying conditions and circumstances and in differingcontexts. In teacher education research, CT-CR focuses on“causal” or “generative” mechanisms, which may be extremelyvaluable in understanding teacher education as a complexsystem. One goal of this kind of work is to develop explanatorytheories of teacher candidates’ learning during the criticalperiod of initial teacher education by seeking complex,
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contingent, and multiple causes while at the same timeavoiding being reductionist, linear, or piecemeal. Thisperspective also allows us to address questions about theresponsibility and agency of teacher educators, even givencomplexity’s recognition of unpredictability andconnectedness.
Morrison (2008) challenged, “Where does responsibility lie in ashared ethical, epistemological, and ontological web?” (p. 29).What we suggest here is that acknowledging unpredictabilitydoes not require that teacher educators abdicate theirresponsibility for making normative decisions about preferredknowledge and experiences for teacher candidates. Instead, itrequires that they have more complex and contingent notionsof agency and responsibility that depend on deepunderstanding of the local (e.g., initial conditions, sequences,and transformative events) linked to larger understanding ofprocesses and outcomes at various systems levels that arewidely variable but not inexplicable. In this way, as Byrne(1998) put it, complexity theory can serve as the basis of an“engaged science,” not founded in “the assertion of anabsolute knowledge as the basis for social programs, but ratherin a humility about the complexity of the world coupled with ahopeful belief in the potential of human beings for doingsomething about it” (p. 45). From this perspective, humanagency and responsibility are not abdicated, but treated withthe appropriate appreciation of uncertainty, complexity, andunpredictability. This understanding of human agency andresponsibility is a central feature of CT-CR as we are proposingit here as a platform for teacher education research.
MORALS, VALUES, AND POWER IN COMPLEXITY THEORIES OFTEACHER EDUCATION
Finally, we take up challenges to the capacity of complexitytheory as a theoretical framework for research on teachereducation that have to do with morals, values, and power.Morrison (2008) argued that because complexity theoryprimarily describes, it is neutral and amoral, while education isnormative. For this reason, he concluded that complexitytheory is inadequate (or, at best, incomplete) as a theory ofeducation. Morrison also suggested that complexity theory“under-theorizes power” (p. 28) and does little to addresspowerlessness in society.
The claim that complexity theory is incapable of dealing withvalues and power differences is a serious challenge to teachereducation research guided by complexity theory. Many teachereducation scholars and practitioners, ourselves included, havelong characterized teacher education as a moral, ethical,values-centered, and political enterprise with serious
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implications for social justice (e.g., Cochran-Smith, 1999,2010; Hansen, 2008; King, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 1999; Villegas& Lucas, 2001; Zeichner, 2010). We address these challenges tocomplexity theory as a framework for teacher educationresearch in two ways.
First, it is important to note again that CT-CR, as we aredeveloping it here as a platform for research on teachereducation, seeks explanatory theories focused on interactionsacross levels of systems. This approach supports theexamination of interactions among actors and structures, andthus allows for examination of ideologies and values. Tilly(2008) called researchers who do this kind of sociologicalanalysis “linkers” because they analyze the articulationbetween larger structures and processes and the lives ofpeople. He characterized this as “relational realism,” which

concentrates on connections among people and socialsites—for example, households, neighborhoods,associations, firms, or organized occupations. It seesthose connections as concatenating, aggregating, anddisaggregating rapidly, forming organizationalstructures at the same time as they shape individualbehavior. (p. 7)
When research on teacher education is animated by CT-CR, itlinks the emergent practices of teacher candidates in differingcircumstances and contexts to larger social structures andprocesses. This has the potential to provide valuable newinsights about policy and practice.
Second, we look to the work of sociologist, Sylvia Walby (2007),who used complexity theory to reconceptualize the traditionalnotion of social systems. She suggested that a social systemcannot be regarded as a hierarchy wherein some subsystemsare nested within others. Rather, she argued, that each socialsystem (e.g., economy, polity, and civil society) and each set ofsocial relations (e.g., gender, ethnicity, and class) takes allother systems as its environment. Consistent with criticalrealist approaches to complexity theory, Walby concentratedon the multiple intersectionalities of social systems ofinequality, including inequalities based on class, gender, andethnicity. She emphasized that these systems of inequality areoverlapping, but “non-nested” and “non-saturating” (meaning,for example, that although gender interacts with class, it is notcontained within class relations, and neither gender nor classfully accounts for the institutional domain of the other; p.460). Walby suggested that her approach to understandingsocial systems opens up the theoretical agenda (and we wouldadd here, the research agenda), which was closed bytraditional systems thinking: “This allows the possibility of
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analysis of multiple simultaneous complex inequalities, whileretaining concepts of social structure and system” (p. 460).
As we noted, CT-CR is generally consistent with efforts in thesocial sciences to develop social mechanism-type explanationsof social processes and is also compatible with the idea thatmultiple social systems of inequality intersect with one anotherand with the environment. With CT-CR as a platform forresearch on teacher education, it is possible to conductanalyses of complex social inequalities in relation to teachereducators’ and teacher candidates’ practices and students’learning. This allows us to see systems in new ways that revealinterconnected inequities in new ways.
We make one final point here in response to Morrison’s (2008)challenge that complexity as a theory of education does nottell us how to act. We are not sure that any education theorytells us how to act. Even humanities-oriented research, whichexplicitly takes up issues related to ethics and justice, does nottell us what to do. Rather, this kind of scholarship is intendedto “problematize unrecognized assumptions, implications, andconsequences” and “foster dissonance and discomfort” withconventional practice and policy alternatives (AmericanEducational Research Association, 2009, p. 482). Perhaps thismeans that the appropriate thing to expect from CT-CR studiesof teacher education is not that they tell us what to do, butthat they show us where to look and what processes to trace asteacher candidates learn to enact practice that enhances thelearning of all students, including those not well-served by thecurrent system.
In the preceding section of this article, we have discussed thechallenges involved in engaging in teacher education researchguided by complexity theory. Along these lines, we havesuggested that integrating complexity theory with criticalrealism provides a platform that addresses central theoreticaldilemmas and generates new questions about some of the mostpersistent problems in initial teacher education. Building onour discussion of these challenges, in the next section of thisarticle, we explore the promise of teacher education researchguided by CT-CR.
THE PROMISE OF RESEARCH ON TEACHER EDUCATION GUIDED BYCOMPLEXITY THEORY
To explore the promise of CT-CR, we enumerate some of thenew empirical questions this platform allows, and we describeseveral innovative methods of data collection and analysis thatare appropriate for these new lines of inquiry. These illustratehow a CT-CR framework changes what we ask, how we look foranswers, and what it is possible to know. These new questions
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and methods may be of particular interest to other researcherswho are interested in engaging in empirical research onteacher education from the perspective of complexity,especially given the dearth of explicit discussions about theseissues.
In the previous sections, we have suggested that CT-CR offersan alternative view of social structures and processes that mayhelp us work on some of the persistent problems of teachereducation. As we showed, previous research using complexitytheory as a lens for teacher education provides a language anda lens for looking at teacher education as a complex systemrather than a complicated process. This work is valuable inshowing us how complexity theory can account for events andoutcomes that remain hidden by other theoretical frameworks.For example, CT-CR expects unintended consequences andvariability in outcomes, helping to provide explanations thatcan account for “multifinality” (apparently very similarexperiences that, under some circumstances and for somepersons, lead to notably dissimilar outcomes) and“equifinality” (apparently very different experiences that,under some circumstances and for some persons, lead tonotably similar outcomes; George & Bennett, 2005).
POSING EMPIRICAL QUESTIONS FROM A COMPLEXITYPERSPECTIVE
Teacher education is haunted by some persistent problems,which leave it vulnerable to manipulation and reform bypolitical and social forces and unable to instigate powerfulchange. Teacher education research has grown out of a need tofind answers to these problems. Chief among them in thecurrent international political climate is ensuring high-qualityteaching and learning for all students. This is the generalproblem we take up here.
We have argued that reductionist, linear approaches have notyielded the answers we need to understand how teachercandidates learn to teach. In this section, we suggest fourclusters of questions that result from our use of CT-CR torethink how we can ensure high-quality teaching and learningfor all students. We focus on the teacher education programlevel, although this is not the only part of the teachereducation system that can be interrogated. One way ourdiscussion of CT-CR may be helpful to other researchers is interms of the new questions it poses for study.
In the past, we have looked at teacher education as acomplicated process, pulling it apart to investigate its pieces.With CT-CR, however, we take a holistic view, including theinteractions and relationships that occur because the system is
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more than the sum of its parts. Our first group of questions isabout the teacher education program system itself: What arethe elements and interactions in a teacher education programsystem? How does a teacher education program function as asystem? We pose these questions not to isolate the parts, butto build a rich picture of the system's function. Subquestionsaid this process: Who communicates with whom? How is keyinformation shared? How do system elements interact? What isthe overall network structure of the system? How did thesystem get to be like this? What is its history? How does thesystem learn/grow/adapt/change? What is the nature of theinteractions that occur? What feedback loops can be observed?How are effects amplified or diminished? How do participantsin various roles within teacher education, who are complexsystems themselves, function in the system? Our answers tothese questions will always be limited by our perspective onthe system, but the questions direct us to key parts of systemfunctions that we might not have previously considered asinfluences on ensuring high-quality teaching and learning.Comparing the range and variation of systems across teachereducation program types, pathways, and contexts may help usto understand the differing learning opportunities for teachercandidates that emerge from teacher education programsystems and, ultimately, what this means for the learningopportunities and outcomes of students.
As we have discussed, complex systems are self-organising. Thismeans that their change and growth occurs as a bottom-upemergent process, rather than as a top-down directed process.The CT-CR framework gives us insights about how teachereducation responds to the policy environments in which it isembedded. A linear view of policy implementation might tracethe impacts of a policy chronologically, from its promulgationto evidence of its impact. On the other hand, CT-CR suggeststhat the introduction of new policy into a teacher educationprogram may initiate the process of self-organisation, which isfundamentally nonlinear and tends to produce unintendedconsequences. To investigate this, we might ask severalquestions: How does the introduction of new policyrequirements create disequilibrium in the function of aparticular teacher education program? What emerges from thesystem in terms of learning opportunities for teachercandidates and the students they teach? How is this emergencedifferent in programs and pathways of various types? How dopatterns of interaction, relationships, and system elementsgrow and change, or resist growth and change in response tonew policy? What are the effects of this growth and change onteacher candidates and student learning? What aspects of thepolicy or its implementation are amplified by the system'sfunction, and which aspects are suppressed or diminished?What unexpected outcomes for teacher candidates and
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students can be observed?
Many complex systems have other complex systems embeddedwithin them, but they also have open and ambiguousboundaries. This means that systems are sensitive to theirenvironments and exchange information with neighboringsystems. This results in different types of relationshipsbetween systems. If an element of a system is also part ofanother system, the two systems are mutually constitutive.Other systems may interact at their boundaries but containdistinct elements. This insight is very powerful for investigatingthe relationship between teacher education and high-qualityteaching and learning for all students. In many situations,teacher education is assumed to exist as an entity that isseparated by both time and space from the contexts in whichteacher candidates work with students. This makes researchingthe relationships between the two problematic. Rather thanconceptualizing teacher education and student learning as twodistinct boxes that might be joined by an arrow, complexitytheory suggests that these systems overlap at their boundaries.This re-conceptualisation is a rich source of questions forinvestigation: How do teacher education program systemsinteract with schools as systems? To what extent are elementsof teacher education program systems mutually constitutedwith elements of school systems? How does information flowbetween and within these systems? How did the interactionsbetween systems get to be as they are? How does the historyof interactions shape what can emerge from the systems interms of teacher candidate learning? What role do individualsas systems play in these emerging patterns of interaction?What learning opportunities for teacher candidates emergefrom the boundary between the systems? What evidence isthere of amplification and suppression of teaching practices inthe interaction between the systems? There is range andvariation in school system interactions with teacher educationprograms and pathways. Important questions include thefollowing: What learning opportunities for teacher candidatesemerge from different types of interactions and relationships?To what extent are teacher candidates' abilities to enactteaching that enables learning for all students influenced bydifferent school system/teacher education system interactionsand relationships? How do these influence students’ learningopportunities and outcomes? Examining the boundariesbetween systems to answer these questions shifts the focusfrom individual teacher candidates to powerful systemprocesses where useful, and previously unexplored,explanations may be found.
Complexity theory suggests that system functioning isdetermined by initial conditions and by ongoing limits on itsactivities, often referred to as enabling constraints. Positive
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and negative feedback loops prompt adjustments in the systemand may lead to small events having large consequences orlarge events having small consequences. Previous research hascompared the effectiveness of different routes into teaching,examining the program elements and learning opportunities ineach. From the perspective of teacher education programs assystems, however, we need instead to understand the initialconditions and limits within which a system is working and toexamine the recursive and nonlinear interactions within thesystem to trace the effects of feedback and other mediatingfactors on teacher candidates' practice. In examining how ateacher education program system functions to ensure qualityteaching and learning for all students, we could ask severalquestions: What initial conditions, interactions, feedbackloops, and other mediators are associated with the emergenceof teaching practices that enhance student learning? Of asmuch interest is the inverse of this question: What initialconditions, interactions, feedback loops, and other mediatorsare associated with the non-emergence of such practice? Thenwe could ask more questions: What are the key causalprocesses or generative mechanisms that account for both“multifinality” and “equifinality”?
As we have suggested, Walby (2007) argued that a complexsystem has as its environment all other systems. From theperspective of CT-CR, the teacher education system, at alllevels, is regarded as intersecting with all other systemsincluding, importantly, social systems such as gender, race, andclass. In traditional frameworks for teacher educationresearch, gender, race, and class are often characterized asvariables and treated as characteristics of individuals. Thenotion of teacher education program systems intersecting withgender, race, and class as complex social systems opens upquestions that address “multiple intersecting socialinequalities” (Walby, 2007): How do social inequalities basedon gender, race, and class shape the initial conditions andenabling constraints that frame teacher candidate learningopportunities in teacher education programs? How are systemelements and interactions influenced by social inequalities?Teacher candidates' gender, race, and class may contribute tothe way that elements in the teacher education systemconstruct a view of them as learners and teachers. Thissuggests questions: What role do systems of social inequalitiesplay in feedback loops within teacher education programsystems? How does a teacher education program'sself-organization and emergence intersect with multiple socialinequalities as systems? Social inequalities as complex socialsystems affect all levels of the teacher education system. Aswell as influencing the functioning of the teacher educationsystem, they are also part of the curriculum of teachereducation. This leads to questions: How can a teacher
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education program system, which is itself intersected bymultiple systems of social inequality, help teacher candidatesdevelop a critical and applied understanding of those systems?
The questions we have enumerated here are intended to besuggestive—the beginnings of an empirical research agenda inteacher education, guided by CT-CR, which may be of interestto other researchers and practitioners in teacher education.What these questions show is that insights from CT-CR promptus to look in new places for solutions, give us new ways toconsider how things might be related, and generate a new bodyof evidence that builds toward an explanatory theory ofteacher learning during the critical initial teacher educationperiod. Posing questions derived from CT-CR opens up newavenues for inquiry. To pursue these avenues, however, newquestions may need to be examined using some new researchmethods, which we consider in the next section.
METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION/ANALYSIS FROM A COMPLEXITYPERSPECTIVE
As others have noted, complexity theory does not offer apackage of methods for data gathering and analysis. Indeed, anumber of theorists have emphasized that complexity theory isnot method, but methodology (e.g., Haynes, 2008; Schneider &Somers, 2006). Nevertheless, a CT-CR framework suggestsimportant emphases for research methods and designs. As wenoted above, a central aspect of complex systems is theinteractions, interrelationships, and interdependencies ofelements rather than discrete elements or disconnected partsof a process. Methods of data collection and analysis in CT-CRstudies of teacher education thus need to account for andforeground relationships, interactions, and processes acrosslevels within the system with particular attention to systemboundaries and to the spaces where systems interact andco-evolve. This does not necessarily mean new research designsor methods of data collection and analysis, but it may meanthat we need to borrow methods from other social sciencefields, make modifications to existing methods, and combinemethods in new ways.
As we have noted, there has been little empirical research oninitial teacher education—from a complexity lens—that goesbeyond description of selected teacher education events,courses, communities, or contexts. We turned to empiricalresearch in areas other than teacher education for ideas aboutresearch designs and methods consistent with CT-CR. By way ofillustration, we suggest three promising possibilities for datacollection and analysis in teacher education research informedby CT-CR, one from organizational studies, one from healthcare, and one from political science. We suggest that these
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tools and strategies can be used in combination with eachother and/or with other existing qualitative, quantitative, andmixed methods approaches to lead to promising new lines ofresearch in teacher education.
System Mapping
Many researchers now believe that organizations cannot beadequately understood nor effectively led unless they areregarded as complex and flexible systems that operate, not interms of the simple relationships between the discrete piecesof a system, but in terms of the dynamic connectivitiesbetween and among elements and structures that continuouslychange over time (Kowch, 2012; Schneider & Somers, 2006).This approach allows for the consideration of numerouscontingency and mitigating factors that shape howorganizations pose and solve problems, how they respond toand reinterpret policies, as well as how individuals areinfluenced by structures but also feed back into thosestructures in ways that influence future organizationalarrangements (Haynes, 2008).
Working from this perspective in education, some studies oforganizational change, leadership, and school reform have useddata collection and analysis methods derived from socialnetwork theory, systems theory, and related concepts to traceinteractions between and among the elements and structuresof the system. For example, Kowch (2012) blended networkanalysis and cross-case coding of interview data to study thecontent and capability of school district networks to organizetheir interests and accomplish their objectives in a sharedservice network involving a large urban and a smaller ruralschool district. Along somewhat similar lines, Davis, Sumara,and D’Amour (2012) used the idea of complex learning systemsto study how three differently networked school districtsconceptualized and operationalized funded school reforminitiatives and, thus, produced quite different outcomes.
Our suggestion here is that in initial teacher education researchinformed by CT-CR, salient ideas derived from complex networkand systems theories can be used to develop a suite of tools forwhat we refer to as system mapping, which lays out thegeneral landscape of a complex system, including its majorelements and structures, its interdependencies and overlappingareas, and its ambiguous borders. System mapping haspotential as both a data collection tool and a data analysisapproach in teacher education research. As a data collectiontool, for example, the various actors and agents within aparticular initial teacher education program might be asked tocomplete a highly specified diagramming or mapping task,representing their experiences with the various elements and
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structures of the system and how these interact with oneanother to influence the learning of teacher candidates. As adata analysis tool, on the other hand, system mapping might beused by researchers along with other data sources (e.g.,interviews, documents, and archival data), as a way torepresent and compare the patterns of interaction among twoor more differing initial teacher education programs orpathways and the learning opportunities they made possible.System mapping would help identify how and to what extentparticular initial teacher education programs/pathwaysfunctioned as complex systems, similarities and differences inthe ways various actors and agents within programsconceptualized the relative value and role of various systemelements, and what various actors saw as the boundaries of thesystem. System mapping could also be used to suggest possibledirections for tracing key processes and/or causal mechanismsinvolved in teacher candidates’ learning, which we return tobelow.
By way of example, in our own research using the CT-CRframework, the Project RITE research team is currently usingsystem mapping as a tool for both data collection and dataanalysis in a study about the perceptions of teachercandidates, university-based teacher educators, school-basedcooperating teachers and principals, and national-levelpolicymakers regarding the influences and interconnections ofthe various elements and structures of initial teachereducation, regarded as a complex system (Ell, Cochran-Smith,Grudnoff, Ludlow, & Hill, 2013). As a data collection tool, weare using system mapping to gather constituents’ perceptionsof the presence, strength, and interaction of system elementsin terms of how they influence teacher candidates’ enactmentof patterns of practice that enhance all students’ learning. As adata analysis tool, we are using analytic procedures derivedfrom concept mapping and consensus brand mapping to revealsimilarities and differences in the perceptions acrossconstituent groups. We are also using cluster analysis andmultidimensional scaling to reveal some of the underlyingconnections in constituents’ perceptions of the power andinfluence of the elements in a complex teacher educationsystem. These analyses are beginning to lay the groundwork forthe development of a complex explanation of how the piecesand parts of teacher education systems are interconnected.
Extended Case Studies
A second research method, the extended case study, has beenused in a number of social science areas, including health care.According to Anderson, Crabtree, Steele, and McDaniel (2005),the field of health care has been plagued by the persistentfailure to make genuine change in practice despite wide-scale
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efforts to improve practitioners’ knowledge. One response hasbeen to shift the focus of improvement from individualphysicians to health care practice environments andorganizations, using case study designs to investigate. Andersonand colleagues argued, however, that traditional case studydesigns have wrongly assumed that health care organizationsare rational and stable mechanisms with predictable causesand effects that can be broken into bits for study andimprovement. Instead, they suggest that “extended” casestudy designs, informed by complexity science, offer new anduniquely-suited tools for the study of health care organizationsas complex adaptive systems wherein relationships are criticaland nonlinear, dynamics are unpredictable, andinterdependencies exist across the boundaries and levels of thesystem.
Anderson et al. (2005) proposed multiple extensions oftraditional case study designs for the health care field, many ofwhich are relevant to the study of teacher education. Forexample, they pointed out that case studies have traditionally“bound the case” and then studied phenomenon within theboundaries. In contrast, with extended case study designs,there is an intentional focus on the ideas, actions, andinterdependencies that occur at and across boundaries.Similarly, in traditional case studies, Anderson and colleaguessuggested that the focus has been on roles and formalorganizational positions (the “boxes” in traditionalorganizational flow charts with lines connecting them). Incontrast, with extended case studies, there is more emphasison interrelationships, flows, and exchanges (the “lines” thatconnect the boxes in organizational flow charts, rather thanthe boxes themselves). In addition, Anderson and colleaguessuggested that it is important to focus on “nonlinearities,”particularly situations in which small events have largeoutcomes, and large events have small outcomes; they alsocalled for an intentional focus on the “unexpected” by usingmultiple methods and perspectives, attending to outliers, andexamining situations in which improvisation and creativityoccur, rather than focusing on situations structured by rules.
Case study designs are very common in teacher educationresearch. Extended case studies, informed by perspectivesconsistent with CT-CR and with some of the features describedby Anderson and colleagues, could easily be adapted toresearch teacher education and would have the capacity toshift the focus away from the knowledge and skill of individualteacher candidates and toward the ways that individuals’experiences and performances are shaped by complex practiceenvironments and organizations. These new approaches wouldhelp us study systems as integrated wholes rather than piecesand help us focus on the positioning of individual teacher
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candidates and school students as systems relative to theteacher education system.
Process Tracing
The third research method we propose here for teachereducation guided by CT-CR is process tracing. A number ofresearchers in political science (e.g., Collier, 2011; George &Bennett, 2005), sociology (e.g., Marsh, 1982; Tilly, 2008), andother social sciences (Hedstrom & Ylikoski, 2010) have workedin recent years on ways to uncover the complex causes of socialprocesses. The emphasis in this work is on identifying andunderstanding the multiple, contingent, and complex causes ofparticular outcomes within and across cases, with a focus onmechanism- and process-based explanations. As we notedearlier, this approach to causality focuses on initial conditions,complex sequences, and varying combinations of events andmechanisms that “concatenate into processes having explicablebut variable overall outcomes” (Tilly, 2008, p. 9).
Along these lines, political sociologists, George and Bennett(2005), have taken the lead in developing the method ofprocess tracing in within-case and cross-case study research.They pointed out that Hall noted as early as 1979, that processtracing was valuable, given the increasing recognition by socialscientists that the causes of social processes are complex:“Process tracing is a methodology well suited to testingtheories in a world marked by multiple interaction effects,where it is difficult to explain outcomes in terms of two orthree independent variables—precisely the world that more andmore social scientists believe we confront” (Hall in George &Bennett, 2005, p. 206). George and Bennett described themethod of process tracing as follows:

[Process tracing] attempts to trace the links betweenpossible causes and observed outcomes. In process-tracing the researcher examines histories, archivaldocuments, interview transcripts, and other sources tosee whether the causal process a theory hypothesizesor implies in a case is in fact evident in the sequenceand values of the intervening variables in that case.(p. 6)
As a method in history, political science, and political sociology,process tracing involves the careful description of data atmultiple time points in order to analyze trajectories of cause.Process tracing involves “find[ing] the conditions under whichspecified outcomes occur, and the mechanisms through whichthey occur” (George & Bennett, 2005, p. 31). Process tracingcan contribute both to describing political and socialphenomena and to evaluating causal claims. With multiple
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cases, the repertoire of causal paths that lead to givenoutcomes can be charted along with the conditions underwhich those outcomes occur.
Research on initial teacher education needs explanatorytheories that help us understand why some teacher candidates(and the beginning teachers they become) enact practices thatsupport the learning of all students, including thoseunderserved by the current arrangements of schooling, and whyothers do not do so. With teacher education research informedby CT-CR, process tracing has the potential to contribute to thedevelopment of explanatory theories. Coupled with traditionalqualitative data collection tools, which allow for theidentification of initial conditions, contexts, and cultures,process tracing can be used to track the key causal processesand mechanisms that support, constrain, amplify, or diminishteacher candidates’ enactment of classroom practices thatenhance students’ learning.
CONCLUSION: COMPLEXITY THEORY AND TEACHER EDUCATIONRESEARCH

In this article, we have argued that we need teacher educationresearch that is guided and informed by theoretical frameworkswith a holistic view of teacher education and with the goal ofenhancing learning for all students. CT-CR is attractive toteacher education researchers because it offers a theoreticalframework that preserves wholes, privileges interactions andinterdependencies, and expects surprising outcomes. There arechallenges that arise, however, when moving from usingcomplexity theory as a metaphorical tool or a descriptive lensto using complexity theory to frame empirical researchprospectively. While, in a certain sense, these challenges areintrinsic to complexity theory, we have suggested here thatCT-CR—complexity theory integrated with the critical realismand developed and applied for teacher education research—affords both the rich, holistic view of teacher education thatwe need and the power to allow the development ofexplanatory theory.
As we have argued, adopting CT-CR as a frame for empiricalresearch changes not only the questions we ask and the wayswe seek answers to those questions but also the nature of whatwe might find. To use CT-CR is to abandon the idea that therewill be one cause or one explanation at the end of a piece ofresearch. As outlined above, this does not mean that there areno causes or no explanations in teacher education. Researchthat offers no explanations of cause will not serve teachereducation well. Rather, what we are suggesting here is thatempirical research informed by CT-CR may yield explanationsof a different nature from the explanations offered by other
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paradigms. Complex and contingent causal mechanismsrevealed by empirical work from the perspective of CT-CRmight consist of elements from several levels of a system,describe interactions within and between levels and systems,focus on patterns that emerge from different system levels,and contain elements of the system's past functioning.Evidence for cause or explanation could be drawn from a rangeof sources and perspectives, rich, deep, detailed, highlyparticular, and local. From this deep understanding ofparticular circumstances may come explanatory theory aboutgeneral teacher education.
Using CT-CR to understand how teacher education relates tostudent learning involves new perspectives at all stages of theresearch process, including new perspectives about what theresults of research mean and how they can be used. Forpolicymakers, this may mean rethinking what counts asvaluable evidence and developing a more nuancedunderstanding of how system change might be instigated andmaintained. CT-CR may provide some unexpected implicationsfor teacher educators, with both distant and local influencesimplicated in teacher learning. Change may be needed inunexpected places. In posing new questions and suggestingsome allied methods, we have begun to tease out what usingCT-CR means for researchers in teacher education; at everyturn, we find challenges to our common ways of thinking. Inthese challenges, however, lie the promise of CT-CR—newunderstanding about teacher education and its connections tostudent learning.
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